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Opponent Guest Player The goal of the Chinese checkers is to move all their blue balls (pins/pieces) from the blue initial triangle base to the base of the green triangle through the starboard. RULES OF MOTION You can move the marble into the space right next to it. You can jump over another marble in a straight -
even skipping empty spaces. After jumping over the marble, you can use the same marble to jump again in the same order. You can't stop moving in a triangle base that isn't yours or the opponent's green triangle base, but you can jump in and out of these bases during a turn. HELPFUL CHINESE LADY STRATEGIES
&amp; TIPS Find the longest bouncing path: Get as many balls out of the blue triangle as possible and start move them up to the board. Then look at the longest ladder or chain there and use it to move your end balls overboard as quickly as possible.  Stay centered: The shortest path between two points is a straight line.
Whenever possible, build chains to go right through the center of the board. The more your balls move to the side, the longer it will take them to reach their final destination. No laggards: Some players want to leave the marble behind so their opponent can't fill the entire triangle. The problem is, eventually you have to
move the marble to the board. And if there is no chain for it to use, it will take forever that last marble to make it into the target triangle. It is best to get all your balls moving on board as quickly as possible, because stragglers will do nothing but slow down. Look at the whole board: Most of the time, the balls can move
much further than you realize. Be sure to search for each stroke option that is marked in red before deciding where to go. You will be surprised how quickly some of your balls can move around the board. Defend at the end: Towards the end of the game, it is much easier to see what moves each player must do in order to
win the game. Remember that you and your opponent can jump over each other's pieces. So do not leave the pieces in place if they help the opponent more than they will help you. WHAT CAN YOU LEARN FROM PLAYING A CHINESE LADY? The Chinese lady will teach you how to think strategically ahead. Similar
games like checkers and chess do it as well. Chinese checkers will help you learn to recognize and develop recognition of different kinds of patterns.   Angry Lady is a variation of the classic game Checkers. This is a fun and addictive game that helps develop your logic skills. Make those brain cells work hard! Clear as
many pieces as possible in this very fun board game. This variant of the game allows you to cause incredibly powerful shots knocking more pieces from your opponents side! You can also play against other players on the web Multiplayer mode, against your computer, or against your friend by sharing the same screen!
Have fun! Knock all your opponents pieces off the board to win. Try and aim your shot to knock down multiple pieces at once. This game will develop your planning strategies and your ability to think outside the box. You must gain an advantage early by knocking more than one of their pieces off while exposing only one
of you! Good luck! How to play: Use your computer mouse to click on the piece, and then point in the direction you want to fire. You'll also see a power bar, so use it accordingly. The further you tear away from your piece the stronger the shot will be. On mobile devices, you can do the same using the touch screen. This
html5 based game works on mobile, tablet and PC/Mac browsers. This is a variant of the classic game Chinese Checkers, the goal is to clean as many pieces as possible. The movement consists of jumping over any other pin into the hole behind it. Chinese lady conquer enemy base with her figurines! Version: 1.11.1
Your Championship Level: Sixteen Musashi Avoid Being Caught in This Battle 1 vs 16! Players Online: ? Holidays at PrimaryGamesPrimaryGames has a large collection of holiday games, crafts, coloring book, postcards and station writing supplies for the following holidays: Christmas, Halloween, Easter, Valentine's
Day, St. Patrick's Day, Thanksgiving, Presidents' Day, Hanukkah, New Year's Eve and more. Every day is a day to celebrate! Learning on PrimaryGamesCall all teachers! Visit our curriculum guide to find games and activities that meet curriculum needs for math, science, language arts, and social learning. This quick
guide provides content descriptions and rating-level suggestions for all primarygames educational activities. Brain tips!:1. Challenge Yourself! Learn new things, play games. Games.
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